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Acronyms 
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1. Context 

1.1. Scope of the document 
This document aims to describe the renovation work provided and the methodology applied to select and 

renovate houses in some communities of Phnom Penh. 

1.2. Overall project introduction 
The renovation work described is part of the Habitat and Living Conditions improvement (HaLi) project 
launched by PE&D in July 2018.  
This 3-year project aims at improving living conditions for the most vulnerable families of precarious areas 
in south of Phnom Penh, and especially in its Mean Chey and Chbar Ampov districts. 

The project promotes a holistic approach and acts at four levels: the couple, the family, the community 
and the ecosystem. 
Four kind of activities are led: 

 Social work through the family development methodology applied by SKO; 

 Habitat renovation by the provision of customized house repair kit (HRK); 

 Community empowerment by creating and empowering PASSA groups; 

 Protection against gender-based violence. 
 

1.3. Habitat renovation activities 
The project aims to renovate 150 precarious houses, 50 per year, judged unsafe according to community-

driven assessments. The risk that the people living in these houses face are mainly risks of collapsing or 

flooding. 

The solution proposed by PE&D is to improve the housing conditions by doing renovation, meaning that 

with simple construction materials, using safe techniques, by trained local construction workers, the 

house can be safer and resilient. 

Figure 1: Phnom Penh districts map 
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The renovation process involves organizing community-driven vulnerable household identification, 

designing customized house repair kit for the households selected, supplying and delivering the materials, 

and monitoring and evaluating the renovation work done. 

This activity results from 3 years of similar projects. 

1.4. Project stakeholders’ reminder 

Planète Enfants & Développement 
Planète Enfants & Développement is a French NGO based in Cambodia since 1984. Since its creation, PE&D 

aims at changing durably the conditions of vulnerable children and their families and acts systemically 

thanks to collaboration with local and institutional stakeholders. 

Samatapheap Khnom Organization 
Samatapheap Khnom Organization is a local organization and PE&D’s local partner regarding social 

support. PE&D and SKO have been working together since 2007 and have a strong experience in the family 

development method. 

Fondation Abbé Pierre 
Fondation Abbé Pierre is a French foundation that co-financed the project. Its mission is to enable poor 

people to access decent housing and a dignified life, regardless his resources and his social situation. 

Agence Française de Développement 
Agence Française de Développement is a public financial institution that implements the policy defined 

by the French Government. It works to fight poverty and promote sustainable development. They 

financed part of the project. 
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2. House renovation process 

2.1. Concept 

 

Figure 2: one of the beneficiary house before renovation 

The targeted houses for reparation are made of wood structures and tin sheets, as shown in the above 

figure, and are the most precarious ones of the HaLi project’s communities. PE&D offers to co-finance and 

manage the supply of new materials such as wood columns, beams, zinc sheets. This is in order to make 

those houses more resilient to rain and flooding, to improve their reliability and to improve in a way their 

global comfort. This low-cost solution allows a quick habitat improvement and to decrease negative 

impacts due to their precarity. If the house is on the ground floor and flooded during season, the house is 

elevated during renovation. 

 

Figure 3: house of the same beneficiary after renovation 
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As most of the beneficiaries live in no-rights informal areas, the materials provided and the renovation 

made are thought to be reversible and removable. Thereby if there is an order of removal or expulsion, 

the designs allow families to recover materials acquired to resettle somewhere else. PE&D is not aiming 

at building concrete houses on no-rights lands, but to provide some help to those facing difficulties. 

Each repair kit delivered is customized for each house. A feasibility study is conducted in order to 

determine which parts of the house need to be improved: structure, wall, roof and/or floor. As a result of 

this feasibility study and a discussion with the beneficiary, the customized house repair kit is designed. On 

annex 1 schemes of a full renovated house are shown. 

2.2. Price 
On average, a CHRK costs 295$. PE&D is affording 195$ and beneficiaries need to provide the remaining 

amount – at least 100$. Requesting them a financial contribution ensure their empowerment in the 

process they engage in. The minimum amount requested was calculated based upon a survey prior to the 

first stages of the project. It has shown a family spent on average between 100 and 200 USD/year on its 

habitat renovation. A partnership with a microfinance institute, Chamroeun MFI, was done to help 

beneficiaries support their part with a microloan. 

In case a beneficiary is willing and able to provide a bigger amount of money for the renovation, the CHRK 

would include more elements but PE&D’s contribution would remain the same.  

2.3. Choice of materials and suppliers 
In order to reach the objective of 295$ for the full kit, several choices have been made: 

 Choice of materials that present the best ratio quality / cost 

 Choice of local suppliers, to avoid transportation costs 

Most often, suppliers don’t provide all the materials. They are specialized for instance in wood. Bigger 

costs can be divided into three kinds of supplies: wood beams, wood columns, and zinc sheets. 3 suppliers 

at least for each of this kind of supplies have been identified and quotations were collected to get the unit 

prices of the materials they sell. 

It was not possible to select a single supplier, for the reason mentioned above and for the other reason 

that many can lack temporarily some items. As PE&D is having 8 different construction works in 2019, and 

have no storage facilities, PE&D can’t buy everything at the same time and need to have a list of few 

suppliers, to be able to have backup options when materials are scarce. 

Then, a list of preferred suppliers has been established, considering different factors: 

 Location of the shop should be close to the construction sites 

 Prices should be in the range of the market 

 Supplier has usually stock 

 The materials sold by the supplier are of good quality 

The contacted and selected suppliers are described below: 
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Supplier Wood beams Wood columns Zinc sheet Masonry Preferred supplier 

Khut Vandy Selling    Selected 

Eam Ravit Selling Selling Selling  Selected 

Huan Loang Selling Selling Selling  Selected 

Che Neang Selling Selling   Selected 

Hout Houn Selling  Selling   

Tang Meng Rath   Selling   

Nak Bun Kheng    Selling Selected 

Cheang Am    Selling  

Pun Samourn    Selling  

 

Among the suppliers, 4 have not been selected: 

 Hout Houn: the wood rafters have specific sizes, and do not fit the requirements 

 Tang Meng Rath: the zinc sheets have specific sizes, and do not fit the requirements  

 Cheang Am: The location is too far from the construction sites 

 Pun Samourn: The location is too far from the construction sites 

All the others fit with the factors listed above. 

2.4. Renovation work 
Constructions are handled by beneficiaries directly, if possible, or else by inhabitants of urban poor 

communities who engage to realize the works with low prices to support their community. This means, 

that no enterprise has been contacted for the realization of works, as the price would not fit the budget, 

and as we would not foster social cohesion. 

PE&D is supervising the renovation work and ensuring it was well done. Construction training are 

organized in the communities to power-up their self-capacity. Agenda and feedback are presented on 

annexes 2 and 3. If a beneficiary could not do the renovation work by himself and do not know anyone 

able to do so, PE&D is referring people who attended training. 

Furthermore, part of the project awareness raising session on house maintenance were organized. For 

half a day, PE&D explained in each community about house components, what to check regularly and 

exchanged with the community on some tips to protect and prevent from hazards. On annexes 4 and 5 

are the agenda of the training conducted and the material shared with attendees. This session was 

provided to anyone and not only the CHRK beneficiaries. 
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3. Methodology to conduct renovations 

From the step 1 to the step 6 it usually takes a month. 

STEP 0: IDENTIFICATION OF THE BENEFICIARIES 

Average duration: 2 months 

Deliverables:  household prioritization list – annex 7 

 map of the community – annex 8 

 
Description: 

The first step is to identify and prioritized the substandard/dangerous 
habitations, based on a quick evaluation presented on annex 6. This assessment 
is led by the community itself, the PASSA group members and community leader, 
and assisted by PE&D. It relies on the observation of the materials type the house 
is made of, and their conditions. This assessment is renewed each year of the 
project. 

Once the houses prioritized, PE&D team meets the households marked as 1st 
priority in order to present them the CHRK concept and to ask them if they are 
interested in getting and finance it. If a household is not interested in being 
renovated, the team is then meeting the 2nd priority houses. 

 
Focus points: 

 
Availability of PASSA members 

Best practices: 
 
 

Communities were divided in smaller parts that the PASSA group could be 
divided in smaller groups in order to conduct several assessments at the same 
time, as they perform it on their free time. 

STEP 6: Evaluation

STEP 5: Monitoring of renovation work

STEP 4: Materials purchase and delivery

STEP 3: Bill of Quantities

STEP 1: Feasability study

STEP 0: Identification of the beneficiaries
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STEP 1: FEASIBILITY STUDY 

Average duration: 4 to 5 houses per day 

Deliverables:  feasibility study form filled – annex 9 

 house owner agreement – annex 10 

 agreement between house owner and skill labor – annex 11 

 
Description: Once the beneficiaries spotted, a further investigation is conducted to identify 

which parts of the house needs to be renovated and to prioritize them. 
Awareness on shelter safety is made at that same time to explain prioritization 
of the work to be done. 
 
Furthermore, the renovation work foreseen has to be approved by the house 
owner if the beneficiary is a renter.  A small agreement is signed to record if the 
house owner agrees with the prioritized parts to be renovated. 
 
If a construction worker is needed to perform the renovation, an agreement 
between him and house owner is set with PE&D help to fix the price. 
 
If house owner and PE&D team member do not reach an agreement on the work 
to be done, considering what has been prioritized in feasibility study and 
considering house owner wills, PE&D would not go further in the renovation 
process. 

Focus points: 
 
 Availability of the beneficiary, house owner and, if needed, skill labor 

 Last minute retraction from beneficiary 

Best practices:  Family introduction by someone from the team who already know them 

 It is good to conduct the feasibility study with both husband and wife, it 
ensures they won’t change their mind on the renovation work to be done 

 CHRK beneficiaries are divided into steps – usually 6 to 8 houses per step - 
according to their location in order to group the work and materials purchase 
to reduce delivery fees. Thus in one community, there is usually two to three 
steps of renovation. 
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STEP 2: BILL OF QUANTITIES 

Deliverables:  BoQ signed – annex 12 

 
Description: As a result of the feasibility study and the discussion, a list of materials to be 

bought along with the total cost is presented to the house owner. 

Focus points:  Availability of the house owner  

Best practices:  each BoQ are concatenated in a global one to get the total number of 
materials to be purchased for this renovation step 

 

STEP 3: MATERIALS PURCHASE AND DELIVERY 

Deliverables:  Materials delivery receipt – annex 13 

 
Description: 

Materials are purchased to the preferred suppliers and delivered to the 
beneficiaries. There is almost no difference between real price and the 
estimation made. When the beneficiary receives the materials, he signs a receipt 
summarizing materials units and price, as a proof of the budget spent and the 
argent they gave. 

Focus points:  Availability of the beneficiary 

Best practices:  Purchasing: pass by the supplier one or two days before the planned delivery 
to ensure the command was treated. Quality check at the shop: PE&D team 
select the materials to be bought. 

 Delivery: two PE&D team members are needed to conduct properly the 
materials repartition among beneficiaries. Beneficiaries should be included 
if available, as they could pick-up and chose by themselves the materials. 

 

STEP 4: MONITORING OF THE RENOVATION WORK 

Average duration: 2 to 3 weeks 

 
Description: 

Then the construction work can start. One PE&D team member would monitor 
the renovation work. The beneficiary pays directly the construction worker, 
PE&D would refund the amount during evaluation. 

Focus points: 
 

Some do not start the renovation work right after, as it depends on the 
availability of skill labor and beneficiaries. 
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STEP 5: EVALUATION OF THE RENOVATION WORK 

Average duration: Evaluation of all houses of a step in half a day 

Deliverables: Evaluation form signed – annex 14 

 
Description: When the renovation is done, a member from PE&D team goes visit the new 

house. He evaluates how the work was done, if some adjustments remain to be 
done, the satisfaction of the beneficiary and any other concern he would share. 

Focus points: 
 
 Availability of the beneficiary 
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4. First year results 
In the first year of the project, 35 houses were renovated in four different communities. 22 out of the 35 

beneficiaries took a micro-loan from Chamroeun MFI, which corresponds to 63%. 

The community-driven approach engaged lead to community capacity building on construction, house 

maintenance and even loan management. 

During the first year of project, it has happened that some families could not afford their part of the 

materials renovation. Then it has been decided that PASSA group should established a list of prioritized 

houses that could request the renovation for free considering their situation. At the time this report was 

written, these lists are still being produced by the PASSA groups. 

Furthermore, increasing the PE&D contribution per house repair kit for year 2 is being considered.  In fact, 

some houses needed 295$ of materials to be well renovated and a construction worker to do the 

renovation. Nevertheless, the household was not able to afford the construction worker fee, so the 

renovation was not conducted. PE&D is then considering to increase its contribution part to 250$. The 

CHRK budget would be 350$ in total, so 55$ more which is usually the average construction worker fee. 

Some verbatim during evaluation step show beneficiaries’ satisfaction: 

“We are very grateful to PE&D as our home is now more comfortable”, Ms So Neun, Daeum Chan 

“Thank you, now we are not afraid of rain and rainy season”, Ms Pheng Davy, Daeum Chan 
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Annex 1: Typical house design 
 

Figure 4: Wall kit 

 

Figure 5: Roof kit
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Figure 6: roof kit 
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Figure 7: Structure and beam kit 
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Annex 2: Agenda of the construction training provided on December 2018 
 

Date: December 25-28th 

Number of attendees: 16 to 21 people per community 

Material provided: a booklet summarizing what have been presented during training 

Agenda: 

Morning 

8:30 - 8h:45  8:45 - 9:30 9:30 -12:00 

Introduction of the day 
Icebraker 

Presentation of the housing repair kit Morning break 

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch break 

Afternoon 

13:30 - 14:00  14:00 - 15:30 15:30 - 16:00 16:00 - 17:00 

Presentation of tools for 
feasibility study 

Practice: the group divide in 
small groups and realize 
the feasibility study on 

real houses 

Restitution of feasibility 
studies 

Introduction to masonry 
course 

Distribution of the masonry 
document 

Sharing knowledge from 
participants on masonry 
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Annex 3: Feedback on the construction training provided on December 

2018 
Feedback about the construction training: 

+ (Good points) - (Bad points) 

 The content, materials and activities are 
well-prepared 

 Trainers (Borin and Sambath) express 
themselves clearly and are knowledgeable 

 The beneficiaries expressed their 
satisfaction after the training 

 Energizers are appreciated and help the 
people to have a good time, and to re-focus 

 Snacks are appreciated 

 This training helps the people in the 
community to meet each other (especially 
in DC) 

 

 Not enough participation from the learners 

 The schedule is not respected enough, and 
people arrive too late 

 Field visit was not followed-up properly 
(day 1 only, good during day 2) 

 Some contents quite hard to understand 
(like the tables in masonry presentation) 
 

 

Recommendations to improve the training: 

Start of the day: 

- Agenda of the day: explain the topics and activities that they will do, at the beginning of the day. Agree 
together on the schedule with the participants. If the agenda is shared, discussed, and agreed with the 
beneficiaries, we have more chances for people to be there on time. 

- Get the list of participants and also the list of skilled workers only 
- Ask everyone to introduce himself, name, occupation and to give more details about the occupation: 

what skills? how many years of experience? What kind of construction site? What locations? As well, the 
trainer needs to introduce more about himself like Borin did yesterday and provide a contact number. 
All these questions will help us to know more about the construction workers (skills, experience), and 
also help the people in the community to know more about each other 

 
During the training: 

- Stimulate regularly participation from the people, foster sharing and discussion 

- Before masonry course, start by asking people what they know about masonry and to share it. Then, 

improve the knowledge by presenting some parts of the documents. Explain that they have the whole 

document to read later, and that they can contact the trainer for further information or questions, 

because there is not enough time to go clearly in details through all the document 

- When we start the afternoon, ask the people what they studied and learnt in the morning 

- Be careful about the sitting of the people, always try to get the people be close 

End of training: 

- Assess the satisfaction of the people and what we can improve 

- Ask their complementary needs of training
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Annex 4: Agenda of the house maintenance construction awareness provided on June 2019 
 

Date: June 20th-21st-25th-26th 

Number of attendees: around 4 in each community 

Material provided: a booklet summarizing what have been presented during training 

Agenda: 

Morning 

8:00 - 8h:15  8:15 - 9:15 9:15-9:30 9h30-11:15 11:15-11:30 

Introduction and 
presentation of the 

course schedule 

Explanation on house 
parts, house 

maintenance and 
improvement practices 

Break 
Continuation of the 

explanation 
Summarize the results 
and close the session 
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Annex 5: Feedback on the house maintenance construction awareness 

provided on June 2019 
 

Feedback on the 2 first sessions:  
The sessions went well because the community was interested in the topic. Borin explaination were 
good and well-understood. Snacks were appreciated. There was a lot of attendees for each session, 
around 40. 
 
Recommendation to improve: 

- Use more pictures in the presentation material because some community members could not 
read or write 

- And put one picture per slide in the presentation in order to better show the examples 
- Ask the attendees to participate by fostering sharing and discussion when presenting a point or 

a picture in order to collect their best practices too  
- Conduct twice per year house maintenance awareness session in order to broaden the range of 

attendees 
 

.
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Annex 6: Criteria to prioritize houses for renovation 

លក្ខណ:វនិចិ្ឆយ័ផ្ទះ ដែលត្រវូជសួជុល / Criterias for prioritizing house 
   

1.ត្រភេទសម្ភា រ: Type of Material Score ពិនទុ 

ែំរូល 
Roof 

សលឹក្ភនោ រ សបូវ រង ់ធាងែូង   Tatch 
palm leaf tent 

1 

ឬសស ីសនលឹក្ស័ងកសី   Bamboo CGI 2 
ហ្វីត្រូ ភក្បឿង   Fibro sheet Tiles 3 

ជញ្ជ ំង 
Wall 

សលឹក្ភនោ រ សបូវ រង ់ធាងែូង   Tatch 
palm leaf tent 

1 

ក្ដា រ ស័ងកសី ឬសស ី
Wood CGI Sheet 

2 

ឥែឋ   Brick 3 

សរភសរ 
Pillar 

ភ ើ ទំហ្ំ រូច្ៗ   Small size wood pillar 1 
ភ ើ ទំហំ្ ធំ   Big size wood pillar 2 
ភជើងនង   Concret pillar 3 

ក្ត្ម្ភល 
Floor 

ផ្ទទ ល់ែី ឬសស ី  Ground Bamboo 1 
ក្ដា រ   Wood 2 
ចាក្ស់ារ សីុមង៉់ ភរៀរឥែឋក្ដរ ៉ូ   Concrete slap quality 
flooring material 

3 

2.គុណភាព   
ខូច្ខារភលើសពី ៥០% Broken part over 50%  1 
ខូច្ខារ៣៥%Broken part at least 35%  2 
ខូច្ខារ១០%Broken part at least 10%  3 

3.ច្ណំារថ់្នោ ក្អ់ាទភិា/Priority 
ពិនទុសរុរTotal 
Scoring 

អាទិភាពទី១/1st Priority  4 - 14 
អាទិភាពទី២/2nd Priority  15-25 
អាទិភាពទី៣/3rd Priority  26-36 
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Annex 7: Houses prioritization made on year 1 of the project 

ប្រភេទ  
  Type

គុណ
ភាព 

Quality

ពិន្ទុ
សរុរ 
Total 

ប្រភេទ  
  Type

គុណ
ភាព 

Quality

ពិន្ទុ
សរុរ 
Total 

ប្រភេទ  
  Type

គុណ
ភាព 

Quality

ពិន្ទុ
សរុរ 
Total 

ប្រភេទ  
  Type

គុណ
ភាព 

Quality

ពិន្ទុ
សរុរ 
Total 

1 DCA3 ជីវ មយួ Chiv Muoy ស្រី ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 9 14 1st Priority ដមម៉ា យ 0 1

2 DCC1 ឃមឹ រំអាង Khim Sam Arng ស្រី ដ ើមចាន់ 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 5 1st Priority ផ្ទះ២ជានច់ាបអ់ារមមណ៍ជុរជុល 1 0

3 DCC2 ដ ៉ា  ណិប Mao Nib ស្រី ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1st Priority ឫរសរីនាបដលើបាក់ 1 0

4 DCC9 ថន រីុណាត Thorn Sinath ស្រី ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 7 1st Priority 1 0

5 DCC10 យស សាំងហុ៊ី Yos SangHouer ប្រុស ដ ើមចាន់ 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1st Priority 1 0

6 DCB6 បិុច ចំណាន Pech Chamnan ស្បុរ ដ ើមចាន់ 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 4 16 2nd Priority ផ្ទះជាបម់តទ់ដនេ 1 0

7 DCA17 ជំុ ដៅ Chum Nov ស្បុរ ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1st Priority 0 1

8 DCB10 រុខ ហុង Sok Hong ស្បុរ ដ ើមចាន់ 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 4 8 1st Priority 0 1

9 DCB7 ដប៉ាង ដាវ ី Peng Davy ស្រី ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 3 2 6 2 1 2 14 1st Priority PASSA 0 1

10 DCB5 ដោង រុខន Thaong Sokhorn ស្រី ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 2 1 2 2 1 2 10 1st Priority ដមម៉ា យ (ផ្ទះជាបម់តទ់ដនេ) 1 0

11 DCA20 ជិន្ ភៅ Chin Sao ប្រុស ដ ើមចាន់ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1st Priority រដ៊ីភេងញ៉ 1 0

12 DCA6 ហាន្ វណន៊ី Hean Vanny ប្រុស ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1st Priority ម្ចា ស់ផ្ទះជួល 0 1

13 DCC13 ស្រំ ដជឿន Prum Choeun ស្រី ដ ើមចាន់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 7 1st Priority 0 1

14 3PTK42 កក រុ ំ Kai Rom ស្រី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 5 1st Priority ដមម៉ា យ 1 0

15 3PTK34 យ៉ាង ់ដជឿង Yang Choeurn ស្រី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 6 1st Priority PASSA 1 0

16 3PTK56 រ ៉ាន កុរល Rorn Kosal ស្បុរ ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 2 4 11 1st Priority 1 0

17 3PTK44 ននួ ដរឿន Nuon Roeun ស្រី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 4 10 1st Priority PASSA 1 0

18 3PTK10 ចិន្ វ៉ន់្ Choen Vann ស្ស៊ី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 1 2 8 1st Priority ជន្ជាតិភរៀតណាម 0
1

19 3PTK55 ភសង សាំអាត Seng Sam Art ប្រុស ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 2 4 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 2 4 13 1st Priority 1 0

20 3PTK27 នូ្ លាង Nou Leang ស្ស៊ី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 2 2 2 2 4 12 1st Priority PASSA 1 0

21 3PTK51 ភេង សុេ៊ី Kheng Sophy ស្ស៊ី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 2 4 2 3 6 1 1 1 2 2 4 15 2nd Priority 1 0

22 3PTK26 លាស់ ឌ៊ីណា Lors Dina ស្ស៊ី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 2 4 2 3 6 2 2 4 2 2 4 18 2nd Priority 1 0

23 3PTK52 ភេង សមផសស Kheng Samphors ស្ស៊ី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 2 4 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 2 4 13 1st Priority 1 0

24 3PTK22 ភរឿន្ ស្ស៊ីឡារ Roeun Srey Lab ស្ស៊ី ព្ស្រកតាគង៣់ 2 1 2 2 3 6 1 1 1 2 3 6 15 2nd Priority ផ្ទះជារ់ម្ចត់ទភន្េ 1 0

25 PTE1 សួង ងង៉ត Suong Nget ប្រុស ងប្ពកទាល់ 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 6 1st Priority 1 0

26 PTB2 ឈុាំ ម៉្ចរ ៊ី Chhum Mary ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1st Priority 1 0

27 PTB11 ងម៉ន្ ពន្េក Men Ponlork ប្រុស ងប្ពកទាល់ 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 6 1st Priority PASSA 1 0

28 PTA33 ស៊ា រ ចិន្ដដ Seab Chenda ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1st Priority 1 0

29 PTB3 េ៊ាុ៊ុំ សុខា Um Sokha ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 4 9 1st Priority 1 0

30 PTB14 សួន្ ស Suon Sar ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 6 1st Priority 1 0

31 PTB5 ហា៊ា ន្ ង៊ីម Hean Ngim ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 2 4 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1st Priority ភមម៉្ចយ 1 0

32 PTC9 ងវន៉្ ផាន់្ណា Ven Phanna ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 8 1st Priority ភមម៉្ចយ (ភៅភលើដ៊ីរងរអូន្) 1 0

33 PTE6 នួ្ន្ ស្ស៊ីនិ្ច Nuon Srey Nich ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 2 2 1 1 1 9 1st Priority ភមម៉្ចយ 1 0

34 PTA29 ជាម ទូច Cheam Touch ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 2 4 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1st Priority 1 0

35 PTA18 ជូ ន្៊ី Chou Ny ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 2 4 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1st Priority 1 0

36 PTE9 ភហង ថន្ Heng Thorn ប្រុស ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 4 9 1st Priority 1 0

37 PTG1 ផ្ង់អា៊ា ន្ Phang Ean ប្រុស ងប្ពកទាល់ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1st Priority ប្ទុឌភប្ទាមខាេ ាំង 1 0

38 PTB13 ចាន់្ សុវណណ Chan Sovan ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1st Priority ភមម៉្ចយ 0 1

39 PTB16 លឹម េូន្ Lim Oun ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 4 10 1st Priority 0 1

40 PTB7 ប៉ក់ ភពជ Pak Pich ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1st Priority 1 0

41 PTA23 វណណម៉្ចច  Vann March ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 3 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1st Priority ផ្ទះទាម 1 0

42 PTA27 សន្ េន្ San Khorn ប្រុស ងប្ពកទាល់ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 2 2 1 2 2 10 1st Priority 1 0

43 1PTK3 ម៉្ចក់ ឡូញ Mak Lonh ប្រុស ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 8 1st Priority 1 0

44 1PTK29 ទឹម សុេុម Tim Sokhom ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 2 2 4 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 4 11 1st Priority ផ្ទះលិចទឹក 1 0

45 1PTK28 ទឹម ភារមយ Tim Phearom ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 2 2 4 2 2 4 1 2 2 1 2 2 12 1st Priority ផ្ទះលិចទឹក 1 0

46 1PTK30 សួន្ រតន្ដ Suon Ratana ប្រុស ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 12 1st Priority ផ្ទះលិចទឹក 1 0

47 1PTK1 ងតម ភារនុ្ Tem Pheasun ប្រុស ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 2 3 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 1 1 1 19 2nd Priority ផ្ទះជួល 0 1

48 1PTK27 ភពញ ដារ៉វ ៊ី Penh Daravy ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 2 1 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 3 6 13 1st Priority ផ្ទះលិចទឹក 1 0

49 1PTK42 ម្ចស វណណ: Meas Vannak ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 2 2 4 2 3 6 2 2 4 1 1 1 15 2nd Priority 1 0

50 1PTK4 លាង ផ្ល Leang Phal ស្ស៊ី ងប្ពកតាគង់១ 1 1 1 2 3 6 1 1 1 2 2 4 12 1st Priority 1
0

មកព៊ីេូមិភ ម្ ះជាេកសរឡាតាាំង

    ពិន្ទុ
សររុរមួ    
 Grand 
Total 

(Wall+Ro
of+Pillars
+Floor)

ជញ្ជ ាំង Wall ដាំរូល Roof សរសរ Pillars កប្ម្ចល Floor
ចូលរមួប ិភាគ

ស្បាកក់មចរីីចំ
ដរ ើនMFI

ស្បាករ់នសំ
ផ្ទទ ល់ខេួន

ចាំណាត់ថ្នន ក់ 
Grade   ភផ្សងៗ  Other

លរ 
No

កូដ
សម្ចា ល់ 
House 
code

ភ ម្ ះភមប្គួសរ 
 Name ភេទ Sex

ការវយតម្មេពិន្ទភុៅភលើសម្ចា រៈម្ន្ធាតុផ្សាំ និ្ងគុណភាពររស់ផ្ទះ
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Annex 8: Communities’ households mapping 
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Annex 9: Feasibility study template 
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Annex 10: House owner agreement on renovation work 
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Annex 11: House owner and skill labor agreement on price and work 
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Annex 12: Example of Bill of Quantities 

  

លរ
N

ការងារនិងសំភារះ
Description

កត្តា
Unit

បរមិាណ
Quantity

តម្លៃសភារះ ($)
Material Cost ($)

តម្លៃសំភារះសរបុ ($)
Total of Material Cost ($)

តម្លៃពលកលម ($)
Labor Cost ($)

ផ្សេងៗ
Remarks

1
រតផ្ ើ (លុខកាត:់ 50x120mm; ប្រវែង 6m )
Sub- beam (Section: 50x120m; Length:6m)

ផ្ ើល
Pcs

5 18.00$                      90.00$                                 ផ្ ើទាល

2
វ កផ្ោល (ប្រវែង 80mm)
Nail (Length: 80mm)

គីឡូ
Kg

1 1.20$                        1.20$                                    តម្លៃលករ់ាយ

91.20$                      

3
សងកសី័ ភ្ៃធី ំករំាស ់3.5សុី (ទហំំ:1.08លx 3.5m)
Zinc sheet 0.35mm:Thick  (Size:1.08m x 3.5m)

សនៃឹក
Sheet

10 10.85$                      108.50$                                សងកសី័ប្កុលហ ុន

4
សងកសី័ ភ្ៃធី ំករំាស ់3.5សុី (ទហំំ:1.08លx 1.7m)
Zinc sheet 0.35mm:Thick  (Size:1.08m x 1.7m)

សនៃឹក
Sheet

13 5.27$                       68.51$                                  សងកសី័ប្កុលហ ុន

5
ប្ពំសងកសី័ ករំាស ់3.5សុី  (ទហំំ: 0.6mx4.8m)
Zinc ridge 0.35mm:Thick (Size: 0.6mx4.8m)

សនៃឹក
Sheet

1 10.56$                      10.56$                                  ប្ពំសងកសី័ប្កុលហ ុន

6
ផ្លៃ ន (លុខកាត:់ 50x50mm ; ប្រវែង4m)
Purlin (Section: 50x50mm; Length:4m)

ផ្ ើល
Pcs

1 5.00$                       5.00$                                   

7
ែសីភាា បស់ងកសី័ និងផ្ ើ (ប្រវែង  4cm)
Zinc screw (Length: 4cm)

ថង់
Bag

1 4.00$                       4.00$                                   ែសីផ្ ើ

8
កាែ  បិទ បំូលសងកសី័ប្តងក់ាលវ កផ្ោល 
(Roof glue for zinc sheet)

ទបី
Tube

1 1.50$                        1.50$                                    

198.07$                    

289.27$                 

5.00$                    

-$                     

294.27$             

                 ផ្រៀបចផំ្ោយ Prepare by :..

ទហំំសទះ /  House Area  : 6m x 7m  ប្តួតពិនិតយផ្ោយ /  Reviewed by : 

ការប៉ា នត់ម្លៃសំភារះសាងសង់ (Bill of Quantities)

ផ្ ម្ ះគផំ្រាង/ Project Name : HaLi Project  កាលបរផិ្ចេទ  /  Date : 9/ 05/ 2019

ទតី្តងំ /  Location : Phnom Penh ផ្រៀបចផំ្ោយ /  Prepared by : Chau Borin

                                                        I I I . សរុបតម្លៃសំភារះ    (Total of  material)

ផ្ ម្ ះមាា សស់ទះ /  Houseowner's Name  : ផ្ោក សនួ រតនា / Mr.Sourn Rotna យលប់្ពលផ្ោយ  /  Approved by : 

ទរូសពទម័ាា សស់ទះ /  Houseowner's Tel : 095393606 អាសយ័ោា ន  /  Address : Prek Takong1,Chak Angreloeu, Meanchey, Phnom Penh

ផ្លខក ូ /  Cod Number : 1PTK30 ទរូសពទផ័្ ប៉ាូសំណង/់  Construction supplier's Tell: 

I . ការងារកំរាលកាា ផ្ ើ ( flyw ood floor w ork)

-$                   

I . សរុបតម្លៃការងារកំរាលកាា ប្លៃ ផ្ក  (Total of flyw ood Floor Work)

I I . ការងារ ំបូលង ័កសី     (Zinc Roof Work)

I I . សរុបតម្លៃការងារ ំបលូ  (Total of Roof Work)

                                                        IV. តម្លៃ ឹកជញ្ាូ ន (Transportation fee )

                                                        V. សរុបតម្លៃពលកលម (Total of Labor fee )

សរុបតម្លៃសំភារះ   ពលកលម និងការ ឹកជញ្ាូ ន (Total of  materials, labor cost and tansportation fee) : ( I I I+IV+V)

                                                                                                                               យលប់្ពលផ្ោយ Agree by :…

                   ឯកភាពផ្ោយ Approved by Manager :
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Annex 13: Materials delivery receipt  

  

លរ
N

ការងារនិងសំភារះ
Description

កត្តា
Unit

បរមិាណ
Quantity

ផ្សេងៗ
Remarks

1
ផ្លជញ្ា ងំ (លុខកាត:់ 50x50mm; ប្រវែង 3.5m )
Wall stud (Section: 50x50mm; Length: 3.5m)

ផ្ ើល
Pcs

15 ផ្ ើទាល

2
ផ្លជញ្ា ងំ (លុខកាត:់ 50x50mm; ប្រវែង 5.5m )
Wall stud (Section: 50x50mm; Length: 5.5m)

ផ្ ើល
Pcs

5 ផ្ ើទាល

3
សងកសី័ ភ្ៃតីចូ (ទហំំ: 0.65x 2m)
Zinc sheet (Size: 0.65x 2m)

សនៃឹក
Sheet

30 សងកសី័ធលមត្ត

4
វ កផ្ោល (ប្រវែង  80mm)
Nail (Length: 80mm)

គីឡូ
Kg

1 តម្លៃលករ់ាយ

5
វ កផ្ោលលួក (ប្រវែង 4cm)
Zinc Nail (Length: 4cm)

គីឡូ
Kg

2 តម្លៃលករ់ាយ

6
បងអួចប្ពិលផ្ ើ  (ទហំ  ំ0.6លx0.75ល)
Wooden door (Size: 0.6mX0.75m)

ែងេ
set

1 ផ្ ើទាល

7
ផ្ផ្លទ ង (លុខកាត:់ 50x100mm ; ប្រវែង 3m)
Rafter (Section 50x100mm; Length: 3m)

ផ្ ើល
Pcs

2 ផ្ ើទាល

8
សងកសី័ ភ្ៃតីចូ (ទហំំ: 0.65x 3m ; ករំាស ់ 0.12mm)
Zinc sheet (Size: 0.65x 3m  ; Thickness: 0.12mm)

សនៃឹក
Sheet

21 សងកសី័ធលមត្ត

9
កាែ  បិទ បំូលសងកសី័ប្តងក់ាលវ កផ្ោល 
(Roof glue for zinc sheet)

ទបី
Tube

1

                 ប្រគលជ់នូ Provide  by :..

ផ្ ម្ ះមាា សស់ទះ /  Houseowner's Name  : Ms.Oum Sokha

ទរូសពទម័ាា សស់ទះ /  Houseowner's Tel : 069 230 997

ផ្ ប៉ាូសំណង ់/  Construction supplier : 

                 ទទលួផ្ោយ  Recieved by :..

សំភារះសាងសង  ់(Materials)

ផ្ ម្ ះគផំ្រាង/ Project Name : HaLi Project

ទតី្តងំ /  Location : Phnom Penh

ទហំំសទះ /  House Area  : W:3.5mXL:5.5m
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Annex 14: Construction evaluation template 

ការបរចិ្ឆេតៈ

Date :

លេខកូដ ផ្ទះ
House code :

  សំណួរ
  QUESTION

បាទ
YES

លទ
NO

ល ើសម្ភារៈម្ភនគុណភាពេអ?
Is materials quality good ?

ល ើការជួសជុេកំពង់ដំលណើរការ?
Is the repairing work done ?

ល ើការសាងសង់ត្ ឹមត្ ូវដដឬលទ?
Is the construction correct ?

សសរ  និង ធ្នឹម?
Column and beam?

ជញ្ជំង?
Wall?

កំរាេ?
Floor?

ដំបូេ?
Roof?

ល ើសំណង់ត្ ូវការដក ត្មូវខលះ?
Does it need some adjustments ?

ត្បសិនលបើវាត្ ូវបានលធ្វើលោយជួេ
ជាង ល ើការទូទា ់បានលធ្វើរួច?
If it was done by a skill labour, is the 

payment done ?

ល ើអ្នកម្ភនលោបេ់លផ្សេង លដើមសបី
ដចករំដេកដដរឬលទ?
Do you have other comments to share ?

ល ើម្ភាស់ផ្ទះលពញចិ តនឹងេទធផ្េ
លនះដដរឬលទ?
Are you satisfied by the improvement 

resulting from it ?

ហ ថលេខាអ្នកវាយ ម្មល :
Evaluator's signature :

ហ ថលេខាអ្នកទទួេផ្េ :
Beneficiary's signature :

ល ម្ះអ្នកទទួេផ្េៈ
Benefeciary's name :

ទរំងក់ារវាយតលំៃ គរំោង HaLI 

HALI PROJECT CONSTRUCTION EVALUATION FORM

កំណ ់សំគាេ់ /េំអិ្ 
REMARKS / DETAILS

ល ម្ះអ្នកវាយ ំម្េៈ
 Evaluator's name :

ការបរិលចេ ម្នការជួសជុេៈ
Date of repairing :


